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Abstract 

Considering the irregular shapes of rock particles, a three dimensional dilated polyhedral element is generated with 
the Minkowski Sums operator. This dilated element can also be constructed with a basic sphere and real polyhedron 
based on the theory of Minkowski Sums. The element generation, contact resolution and detection are introduced in 
this paper. All inter-element contacts are grouped as three categories: edge-edge, vertex-surface, and surface -
surface. This dilated polyhedral element is applied to simulate the dynamic behaviours of rock rubbles of railway 
ballast. The settlement and the bulk stiffness of ballast are analyzed under cyclic loading. The ballast particles are 
mixed randomly with initial dense packing. The results showed that permanent deformation increased with the 
loading frequency and number of loading cycle. The influence of inter-element friction is tested in the DEM 
simulations. In the next study of dilated polyhedral elements, the parallel algorithm of GPU technique will be 
developed to improve the computational efficiency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Under the action of cyclic loadings, the elastic property of railway ballast track will be reduced in long period 
operation accompanying the increase of accumulated settlement of ballast bed. The investigations on dynamic 
behaviors of ballast track under cyclic loadings can improve the ballast bed design and performance. Recent years, 
as a successful method for granular materials modeling, the discrete element method (DEM) has been applied widely 
to simulate the dynamic behaviors of ballast materials [1-4].  

In the DEM simulation of ballast materials, the bonded clumps and overlapped particles were generated to model 
the irregular ballast particles [5-7]. In both of the bonded and the overlapped methods, one ballast particle is 
constructed with couple, tens, even hundreds spheres. It needs a huge number of sphere elements in the DEM 
simulation of ballast behaviors. Recently, a dilated polyhedron model was developed to model the irregular rock 
rubbles. The dilated polyhedron element can be generated with the theory of Minkowski sums [8-10]. In this method, 
a basic sphere with a defined radius is put on the surface of a polyhedron is to generate a smoothed polyhedron. 
Therefore, this dilated polyhedron is also called as spheropolygon [9,11]. The sharpness of polyhedron element can 
be defined with the basic sphere radius. With this polyhedron model, the element contact detection and contact force 
can be performed succinctly. Thus, the dilated polyhedron approach, as a special discrete element method, has a high 
computational efficiency for irregular particles. The polyhedron elements can be generated using Voronoi diagram 
with defined size and shapes randomly. With the combination of Voronoi diagram and Minkowski sums, the dilated 
polyhedrons are created simply [11]. 

In this study, we will construct the ballast particles with dilated polyhedrons based on Minkowski sums. The 
contact detection and contact force model of dilated polyhedrons are presented. The effective stiffness and 
degradation of ballast materials are simulated under cyclic loadings with different frequencies. 

2. DILATED POLYHEDRON MODEL OF BALLAST PARTICLES 

2.1 Construction of dilated polyhedrons 

To construct a dilated polyhedron element, a basic polyhedron is defined firstly with vertexes, edges and planes. 
The polyhedron surface is generated with a series triangle planes. Then a dilating sphere with radius r is also adopted 
here. Based on the theory of Minkowski sums, the dilated polyhedron is generated by sweeping one set around the 
other, with out changing their relative orientation [11]. We can also image that the center of dilated sphere are put on 
the surface of the original polyhedron surface, including any vertex, edge and plane. With this approach, the dilated 
polyhedron element has smooth surfaces, round edges and round vertexes. Thus, the original vertex and edge of 
polyhedron become the sphere and cylinder of the dilated polyhedron, respectively. The planes still keep as planes. 

A dilated polyhedron is generated as shown in Figure 1(a). The sharpness of the dilated polyhedron can be 
dominated with the dilating sphere radius. In Figure 1(b) and (c), the two dilated polyhedron elements are 
constructed with same basic polyhedron but different sphere radiuses of 0.01m and 0.2m, respectively. The more 
small the sphere radius, the more sharp the dilated polyhedron element performs. When the sphere radius approaches 
zero, the dilated polyhedron returns to the basic polyhedron. With this Minkowski sum method, various dilated 
polyhedron elements are generated, as shown in Figure 2. Here, we try to generate the ballast particles with the less 
vertexes and planes to improve the computational efficiency. 

 

(a). Construction of a dilated polyhedron with a basic polyhedron and a dilating sphere based on Minkowski sums 
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(b). sphere radius r =0.01m  (c). sphere radius r =0.2m 

Figure 1. Generation of dilated polyhedron with Minkowski sum 

     

Figure 2. Some dilated polyhedrons constructed for ballast particles 

2.2 Neighbor searching and contact detection of dilated polyhedron elements 

Before the contact detections of dilated polyhedron elements, the neighbor list of each element should be 
determined firstly with their location and effective size. The elements are sorted with their mass center locations into 
a three dimensional Cartesian grids. The grid length is a little larger than the maximum size of elements. The 
potential contact neighbors of the concerned element will be listed from its surrounding grids. To determine the 
neighbor list, a distance parameter  is introduced here. When the distance between two dilated polyhedron 
elements ij  is less than , the neighbor pair will be added in the neighbor list. In this study, the parameter  is 
proportional to the relative normal velocity of two elements and the computational time step. 

The distance between two elements can be determined as 
= -ij ij i jr r         (1) 

where ij is the distance between two dilated polyhedrons i and j, ij  is the distance between two basic polyhedrons, 
ir  and jr  are the dilating sphere radii of two elements, respectively. The contacts between dilated polyhedrons will 

detected exactly from the contact neighbors at each time step. 
The contact modes among dilated polyhedron elements can be grouped into four patterns as vertex-edge, edge-

edge, vertex-plane, and plane-plane. In the following, we will introduce the numerical algorithm of neighbor search 
and contact detection of dilated polyhedrons.  

For the vertex-edge contact pattern, the essence of contact detection is to determine the shortest distance between 
the sphere center and the axis of edge cylinder, as shown in Figure 3(b). Similar to Equation (1), we can determine 
the distance between the two elements, i.e, 1 - i jr rPO , here ir  and jr  are the dilating sphere radii of two elements. 
When 0 , the two dilated elements are contact in vertex-edge pattern. Here, the vertex-vertex contact pattern is 
one special case of vertex-edge contact. 

For the edge-edge contact pattern, we need to determine the distance between two cylinder axes, which are the 
two edges of the polyhedrons, as shown in Figure 4. The algorithm of distance calculation of two lines in three 
dimensions has been developed well. For the vertex-plane contact pattern, we need to calculate the distance between 
a sphere and a plane, as shown in Figure 5. Firstly, we determine the project of the sphere center O1 in the plane, and 
mark as the point P. If the point P is in the plane, we then continue to detect the vertex-plane contact. The distance 
from the dilating sphere center O2 to the plane, can be determined easily. Then the distance between the two dilated 
polyhedrons can be written as 1 - i jr rPO  also. If 0 , then the vertex-plane contact occurs. For the plane-plane 
contact pattern, as shown in Figure 6, the distance and contact area of two parallel planes can be determined easily. 
The edge-plane contact pattern is a special case of the plane-plane contact. 
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(a) vortex-edge contact      (b) contact detection 

Figure 3. Contact detection of two dilated polyhedrons in vertex-edge contact 
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(a) edge-edge contact      (b) contact detection 

Figure 4. Contact detection of two dilated polyhedrons in edge-edge contact 
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(a) vertect-plane contact      (b) contact detection 

Figure 5. Contact detection of two dilated polyhedrons in vertex-plane contact 
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Figure 6. Contact detection of two dilated polyhedrons in plane-plane contact 

2.3 Contact force model of dilated polyhedron elements 

In the interaction between ballast particles, the nonlinear elastic contact forces are considered in the normal and 
tangential directions. With the overlap determined in the contact detection, the contact forces are calculated with the 
contact force model.  
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For the normal contact force, the nonlinear Hertzian contact model is adopted. This model has been applied 
widely in the contact simulations of granular materials [12,13]. Here, the contact force in normal direction can be 
written as 

0.5 1.5
n e n

2 2
3(1 )

G RF x     (2) 

where nF  is the normal contact force, G and ν are the shear modulus and Poisson ratio of the ballast materials, eR  is 
the mean radius of the dilating spheres, nx  is the overlap vector of the two elements. 

The tangential contact force is determined with the overlap in tangential direction, which can be obtained 
incrementally in one time step. At time step m, the tangential force vector is calculated from the tangential force at 
the previous time step (m-1), and can be written as 

1
t t t
m m

AB ABK tF F V V n     (4) 
where t

mF  and 1
t
mF  are the tangential forces at time steps m and m-1, respectively; Kt is the tangential contact stiffness, 

ABV  is the relative contact force of the two dilating spheres A and B, n  is the unit vector in normal direction, Δt is 
the time step.  

Based on Coulomb friction law, the tangential contact force is limited with the sliding friction, and can be written 
as 

m m
t t nmin( , )mF F F t      (5) 

where μ is the friction coefficient, t  is the unit vector in tangential direction. 
Here, the tangential stiffness is dependent on the normal force, and can be expressed as [13] 

1/ 32
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F      (6) 

The relative velocity of two dilating spheres in contact is written as 
AB A B A A B BV V V r ω r ω     (7) 

where Ar  and Br  are the location vectors from the sphere center the contact point, respectively, Aω and Bω are the 

rotational velocities of spheres A and B, respectively. 
In the contact force calculation above, the equations are obtained for the sphere elements. For the contact patterns 

of edge-edge, and vortex-plane and plane-plane of dilated polyhedrons, the contact force model will be modified 
considering the contact areas in various contact patterns. Moreover, with the inter-element contact forces, the 
moments on the dilated polyhedrons can also be determined considering the distance from contact point to the mass 
center of polyhedrons. 

With the contact force and moments obtained at each time step, the velocity and displacement of each dilated 
polyhedron can be updated. The equations that define translational and rotational motion are standard central 
difference equations. The matrix that defines the orientation of each element is calculated with quaternion approach. 

 

3. DEM RESUTLS OF BALLAST MATERIALS UNDER CYCLIC LOADINGS 

3.1 Setup of the ballast box test in DEM simulation 

In this study, the ballast particles are generated with the dilated polyhedrons considering the real size and shapes 
in engineering application. In the current DEM simulation, the ballast particles are generated following the ballast 
graduation, as shown in Figure 8. The ballast particles are put into a ballast box randomly, and are packed into static 
state under the gravity. Then, a sleeper is set on the top of ballast materials. In the construction of ballast particles 
with dilated polyhedrons, a constant basic sphere radius is adopted as R=0.02m. 

For the ballast box, we set the length L=700mn, the width B=300mm. For the sleeper, we set its length 
sL 300mm, width sB 300mm, and mass sM 34kg. The initial thickness of ballast bed is 365mm here. The initial 
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packing of ballasts and sleeper location are plotted in Figure 8. The main computational parameters in this DEM 
simulation are listed in Table 1. 

 

Figure 7. Graduation of ballasts for the DEM simulation  Figure 8. DEM model for railway box experiment 

Table 1. Main parameters used in the simulation. 

Parameters Symbols Values 
The density of the particle material ρ 2600 kg/m3 
Shear modulus G 20 GPa 
Poisson ratio ν 0.3 
Coefficient of sliding friction μ 0.5 
Time step dt 6.48×10-6 s 
The number of particles Np 1034 
Initial packing thickness H 0.38 m 

Initial porosity 0e  0.467 

Total mass of railway ballast M 110 kg 

 
After the initial packing of ballast particles in the ballast box, a cyclic loading is applied on the sleeper top with 

different frequencies of 3Hz, 6Hz and 10Hz respectively. This cyclic loading is in the range of [3kN, 40kN] with a 
harmonic function. The sleeper can move in vertical direction under the cyclic loading and the resistance of ballast 
particles. To model the dynamic behaviors of ballast track on large scale with this ballast box test, the periodic 
boundaries are adopted in the two horizontal directions of the computational domain. 

3.2 Simulation results under cyclic loading with various frequencies 

Under the cyclic loadings on the sleeper, the dynamic behaviors of the ballast particles and the sleeper are 
simulated with DEM. The vertical displacements of the sleeper are obtained with three different frequencies of 3Hz, 
6Hz and 10Hz, respectively, as shown in Figure 9. It can be found that the sleeper displacements have a regular 
fluctuation with the cyclic loading, and increase continuously with increasing cyclic loading time. Under same 
loading period of 30s, the displacement under high loading frequency is larger than that of low frequency because of 
the difference of the cyclic number. The more the cyclic number, the larger displacement the sleeper performs. 
Under high loading frequency f = 10Hz, the displacement curve does not present as smooth as that under low 
frequency f = 3Hz. For the frequency f = 10Hz, there are two singularity fluctuations at time t = 6.1s and 23.0s, 
respectively. The significant fluctuations can not be found in the displacement curve of f = 3 Hz. The main reason is 
rearrangement packing of ballast particles under the cyclic loading. Under the high frequency, the ballasts particles 
are repacked more easily. The repacking of ballast particles induces the permanent displacement.  
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Figure. 9 The sleeper settlement versus time under different frequencies of cyclic loadings 

 
In Figure 10, the cyclic loads and the sleeper displacements are plotted in 3 seconds under the three loading 

frequencies. We can clearly see that the regular displacement of sleeper under the cyclic load. Both of them have the 
exact same frequencies. During one period of cyclic loading, the ballast materials have an elastic deformation, which 
is proportional to the loading magnitude. Meanwhile, the ballast materials also perform a plastic deformation, which 
is induced by the repacking of ballast particles. The elastic deformation can be recovered when the external force is 
removed. The plastic deformation will be accumulated with the increase of cyclic number. 
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(a) Cyclic loading frequency f = 3Hz  (b) Cyclic loading frequency f = 6Hz 
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(c) Cyclic loading frequency f = 10Hz 

Figure 10. The displacement of sleeper and cyclic loadings versus time. 

The curves of the sleepr displacement verus the force are plotted in Figure 11 under different frequencies. In this 
figure, the curves of the last 0.6mm displacement are zoomed out to display the relationship between displacement 
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and force more clearly. From the displacement-force curves, we can find the curve density increases with the 
increase of displacement. This means the sleeper displacement increases under the cyclic loadings, and the slope of 
the curve becomes more and more steep. The slope of force-displacement can also be defined as the effective 
stiffness of ballast bed. Moreover, we can also find some special loose zone in the curves. This means the sleeper 
drops rapidly since the repacking of the ballast particles. This repacking attributes to the permanent displacement of 
sleeper and the mechanic variation of ballast bed. 
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(a) Cyclic loading frequency f = 3Hz 
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(b) Cyclic loading frequency f = 6Hz 
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(c) Cyclic loading frequency f = 10Hz 

Figure 11. cyclic load as function of displacement of sleeper 
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The sleeper displacement increases under the cyclic loading. Meanwhile, the mechanic behavior of ballast bed 
also change with the repacking of ballast particles. One important parameter is the effective stiffness of the ballast 
bed Me. Here, we estimate the effective stiffness via the slope the displacement-force curve of the sleeper. At 
different cyclic loading number under the three loading frequencies, the effective stiffness Me are plotted in Figure 
12 (a). Meanwhile, the accumulated displacement of sleeper at minimum load point of each cyclic loading u is 
plotted in Figure 12(b). Both of Me and u increase with cyclic loading number, but the increments decrease gradually. 
The effective stiffness Me approaches to different constant under different loading frequencies.  

We compare the influences of loading frequency on the effective stiffness and displacement at same cyclic 
loading number. When the cyclic loading number N =90, the effective stiffness Me = 75.4, 76.9 and 69.9 kN/mm, the 
sleeper displacement u = 4.97, 7.04 and 6.62mm, respectively. From the simulated results, we can not find the clear 
influence of loading frequency on the mechanical behavior of ballast bed. Of course, we should believe the 
mechanical properties of ballast bed are different under various loading influences. In this present DEM simulation, 
we only addressed one cases under the three frequencies. The initial packing and repacking patterns of ballast 
particles also have obvious effects on the dynamic behavior of ballast bed. With more DEM simulations, the 
statistical data will be applied to investigate the influence of loading frequency. 
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(a) Effective stiffness of ballast bed  (b) Permanent displacement of sleeper 

Figure 12. The effective stiffness and permanent displacement of the ballast bed under cyclic loadings 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

To model the irregular shape of railway ballast particle, a dilated polyhedron element is generated with a basic 
polyhedron and a dilating sphere based on the Minkowski sum approach. The sharpness of the ballast particle is 
dominated with the dilating sphere radius. The neighbor searching algorithm, contact force model of dilated 
polyhedron elements are introduced. A ballast box test is constructed with periodic boundary. The ballast particles 
are generated with this dilated polyhedron method following the standard gradation. The dynamic behaviors of 
ballast bed are simulated with under cyclic loading with various frequencies. The permanent displacement of the 
sleeper and the effective stiffness of ballast materials are investigated. Vortex fields of the ballast particles in the 
ballast box are observed in the DEM simulations. The influences of loading frequencies on the ballast behaviors on 
macro scale are not significant in this study.  

In the future studies, more numerical tests will be performed to analyze statistically the ballast dynamic behaviors. 
Moreover, the parameter sensitive analysis will be addressed on the settlement and elastic properties of ballast bed 
considering the ballast shape, size and the loading features. The new dilated polyhedron model with breakage 
function will be also developed to study the ballast bed behaviors under the influence of crush failure of ballast 
particles.  
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